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Jean-Baptiste Monnoyer was the
most influential flower painter of his
generation. He specialized in
decorative compositions including
elaborate vases.
H: 106" x W: 92" x D: 2"

Dragons in blue gray come alive on
our Midnight Dragon duvet ensemble.
The patterns are inspired from
embroidered dragons hand woven on
a robe worn by the emperor during
the Qing dynasty.
H: 106" x W: 92" x D: 2"

We love the light and playful style of
this supremely soft 100% natural
cotton sateen duvet ensemble
depicting indigenous flowers of the
Hawaiian Islands.
H: 106" x W: 92" x D: 2"

Eelke Jelles Eelkema’s stunning still
lifes are masterworks of detail. We
were moved immediately to introduce
this Eelkema duvet ensemble. Deaf
since childhood, he travelled on foot
through France.
H: 106" x W: 92" x D: 2"

Dragons in blue gray come alive on
our Midnight Dragon lumbar pillow.
The patterns are inspired from
embroidered dragons hand woven on
a robe worn by the emperor during
the Qing dynasty.
H: 14" x W: 22" x D: 5"

For centuries, cranes have been a
symbol of longevity in Japan and well
represented in literature and art. This
crane pillow is part of a diptych
adapted from a screen.
H: 22" x W: 22" x D: 5"

Van Gogh’s Almond Blossom series
was the beginning of a period of
great inspiration. Thrilled to let the
sun brighten & simplify the subject
matter around him, he was eager to
explore color pairing.
H: 98" x W: 48" x D: 1"

Canary roses shine joyously in this
collage from Ferenc Olgyay.
H: 98" x W: 48" x D: 1"
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Inspired by great works of art Poetic Pillow was started with a desire for creating meaningful space. Leveraging innovations in fabric printing,
Poetic Pillow incorporates art in home decor. Through pillows, throws and accessories, Poetic Pillow shares its motto of living poetically.
Each product begins as an endeavor to identify motifs with the potential to aesthetically transform space. Works are reinterpreted in hues,
colours and layout into a fabric format with a design focus. Working with artisans across the globe, each design is transferred onto fabric, hand
finished with care and inspected for quality.
As a social enterprise, Poetic Pillow focuses on three philanthropic missions: support arts education, foster mental health initiatives, and
diminish the environmental impact of the home decor industry.

HI-RES IMAGES AVAILABLE
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tvymscrtulynsda/AADJ_V67gR1tpVsr-rwlQ-xja?dl=0

PRESS RELEASES
2022-09-29 - Poetic Pillow - So Much To Show You At High Point!
2022-03-01 - Poetic Pillow - Dramatic Flair in the Bedroom
2021-10-01 - Poetic Pillow - Live Poetically

